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“Careless clicking on links and
downloading of malicious email
attachments may end up with data
theft or loss of credentials”

Signs of Infection
Executing
the
Corona-virusMap.com.exe results in the creation of
duplicates
of
the
Corona-virusMap.com.exe
file
and
multiple
Corona.exe, Bin.exe, Build.exe, and
Windows.Globalization.Fontgroups.exe
files
Technical details upon studying
the malware,
The malware is embedded in the file,
usually
named
as
Corona-virusMap.com.exe. It's a small Win32 EXE file
with a payload size of only around 3.26
MB. Double-clicking the file opens a
window that shows various information
about the spread of COVID-19. The
centerpiece is a "map of infections"
similar to the one hosted by Johns
Hopkins University, a legitimate
online source to visualize and track
reported coronavirus cases in the realtime. Numbers of confirmed cases in
different countries are presented on the
left side while stats on deaths and
recoveries are on the right. The window
appears to be interactive, with tabs for
various other related information and
links to sources. It presents a convincing
GUI not many would suspect to be
harmful. The information presented is
not an amalgamation of random data,
instead is actual COVID-19 information
pooled from the Johns Hopkins website.
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Beware of 'Coronavirus Maps' – It's a malware
infecting PCs to steal passwords
Cyber criminals will leave no opportunity to exploit every
chance to prey on internet users. Even the disastrous spread
of SARS-COV-II (the virus), which causes COVID-19 (the
disease), is becoming an opportunity for them to likewise
spread malware or launch cyber attacks. Reason
Cybersecurity recently released a threat analysis report
detailing a new attack that takes advantage of internet users'
increased craving for information about the novel coronavirus
that is wreaking havoc worldwide. The malware attack
specifically aims to target those who are looking for
cartographic presentations of the spread of COVID-19 on the
Internet, and tricks them to download and run a malicious
application that, on its front-end, shows a map loaded from a
legit online source but in the background compromises the
computer. New Threat With An Old Malware Component The
latest threat, designed to steal information from unwitting
victims, has vicitimised many innocent users so far.
It involves a malware identified as AZORult, an informationstealing malicious software discovered in 2016. AZORult
malware collects information stored in web browsers,
particularly cookies, browsing histories, user IDs, passwords,
and even cryptocurrency keys.
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The APT group was spotted sending spearphishing emails that purport to detail
information about coronavirus – but they
actually infect victims with a custom Remote
Access Trojan(RAT)
An Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) group is leveraging
the coronavirus pandemic to infect victims with a previously
unknown malware, in a recently discovered campaign that
researchers call “Vicious Panda.”
Researchers identified two suspicious Rich Text Format
files (RTF — a text file format used by Microsoft products)
targeting the Mongolian public sector. Once opened, a
custom and unique remote-access trojan (RAT) is executed
that takes screenshots of the device, develops a list of files
and directories, downloads files and more.
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This specific campaign leverages the COVID-19 pandemic
to lure victims to trigger the infection chain.” The emails
allege to be from the Mongolian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
and claim to inform victims about the prevalence of new
coronavirus infections. The RTF files attached to the email
were actually weaponized using a version of a tool named
RoyalRoad. This tool, commonly used by various Chinese
threat actors, allows the attacker to create customized
documents with embedded objects that exploit unspecified
vulnerabilities in Equation Editor, a tool for building complex
equations in Microsoft Word After the victim opens the
specially crafted RTF document, and the Microsoft Word
vulnerability is exploited, a malicious file (intel.wll) is
dropped into the Microsoft Word startup folder (%APPDATA
%\Microsoft\Word\STARTUP).
The file, intel.wll, then
downloads a DLL file, which serves as the loader for the
malware, and which also communicates with the threat
actor’s command-and-control (C2) server.
When looking at attribution, researchers compared the
campaign to one from 2017 where threat actors were
targeting the government of Belarus using the CMSTAR
trojan. Researchers said they found infrastructure and code
similarities in the payload between the two campaigns. It
also seems to have links to other operations which were
carried out by the same anonymous group, dating back to at
least 2016. Over the years, these operations targeted
different sectors in multiple countries, such as Ukraine,
Russia and Belarus.

